Digital Enterprise Enablement Platform (DEEP)

Automated Analytics and Actions

Smarter Digital Operations
Holistic Visibility & Automated Optimization
Real-time Collaboration & Knowledge Sharing

Analytics
Math | Statistics
Machine Learning

Action
Monitor | Alert
KPI | Execution

Automation
Straight Through Processing (STP)

User-Defined Operating Picture (UDOP)

Human-Machine Teaming (HMT)

Mission-Critical
Real-Time Ops
Cyber Security

Common Operating Picture (COP)
No-Coding Apps
IoT
Critical Infrastructure
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Trusted by the Largest Enterprises in Airline, Insurance, Banking and Military
SitScape brings agile data analytics, holistic operational visibility and optimized process automation from disparate sources without coding – with actionable operational intelligence, smart human-machine teaming, dynamic collaboration and automated data and process flows at the enterprise scale.

Enable Smart Mission-Critical Digital Operations with:

1. Data-driven, analytics-powered, process-oriented, continuous performance visibility and insight
2. 1-click generation of user-defined dashboard, KPIs and reports with Actionable Intelligence
3. Optimize and automate data processing flows and enable no-coding new enterprise apps rapidly
4. Dynamic collaboration and secure information sharing
5. Advanced security, governance and interoperability
6. Auto detect anomalies, risks and trigger actions

“SitScape has generated incredible excitement in government and Fortune 100 companies”

Patented and Differentiated Technologies:

2. Straight-Through-Processing (STP) engine for data flow and process definition & automation
3. A browser-based visual environment for self-service visual data analytics and discovery and creating new application user interfaces
4. A Web-based dynamic collaboration and secure information sharing environment
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Trusted by the largest Enterprises in Airline, Insurance, Banking and Military